The GOPX is the World’s First Patent
Pending Blockchain Eco Currency

Game On Players Token
is the only digital currency that buys
and sells itself through its own
financial ecosystem.

PROSPECTUS

A True Fusion
Eco Currency Economy!
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Introducing
The GOPX Ecosystem
The GOPX Token is an evolution in cryptocurrency being both stable and selfconsuming. Stable with the use of smart contracts on the Ethereum (ETH) Blockchain
and self-consuming by being the token used in many businesses including our own
Game On Players freemium sports games, online gaming sites and online events.
The GOPX Token is also consumed in our GOPX cashless tipping app. The integration
of cashless tipping furthers the stability of the token, on the leading edge of business
to business (B2B) usage being a stable solution for government payment services,
global banking, financial institutions, the hospitality industry and more. The GOPX
Token can be used to pay direct royalty funds to artists and the music industry allowing
millions of individuals to easily take part in this burgeoning tokenized economy.

Being the FIRST with this trifecta of disruptive technology,
allowed GOPX to apply for a tech patent.
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The GOPX F u s i o n E c o C u r r e n c y
as it reaches multiple
consumption points in the GOPX Ecosystem!

Online Sports & Gaming,
Online Events,
Health Gamification

Ethereum
Smart Contract
Blockchain
Technology

Game On Players
Freemium Games
Celebrity Golf
Challenges

Cashless Tipping, Hospitality,
Music/Artists & B2B Payment
Systems

Peer-to-Peer
Payment System
GOPX Community
Non-Profits

Government, Health
& Wellness Industry,
Banks & Financial
Payment Systems

The Token for Champions
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The GOPX Fusion Economy Stable
& Self-Consuming Token
The GOPX Token is the evolution of what Satoshi Nakamoto brought to the
world with Bitcoin in 2008. His whitepaper laid the groundwork for “peer-topeer” payments, removing the banks and middlemen. He used cryptographic
techniques to solve flaws in digital cash such as double-spending, preventing a
single token from being spent more than once. Satoshi could have set “Preset
Values and Dates” in his software protocol / whitepaper, but he couldn’t
guarantee anyone would even buy it, which is the second issue with
Bitcoin and all cryptocurrencies of today.
Search Satoshi Nakamoto, “What is Bitcoin?” or “Blockchain Explained” to learn
more about how history was made and understand how powerful the GOPX
Token is. The GOPX Token solves three important issues with today’s
cryptocurrency.

STABILITY

SELF-CONSUMING

B2B BUSINESS USAGE

How is the GOPX Token different
from other cryptocurrencies?
With the GOPX Fusion Eco Currency you don't buy or sell it as you do stocks and
cryptocurrency, instead you own the currency. This works in concert with everyone
who purchases our Blockchain Currency, or receives our Fusion Eco Currency as a
reward in one of our Fusion Eco System Companies. This includes Cashless Tipping,
Freemium Games, Wellness, Sports and Health, etc. This creates the separation from
Bitcoin and other altcoins that highly ﬂuctuate in value by perception and
speculation. The GOPX Token price will be preset by the immutable smart contract
on the Ethereum Blockchain removing speculation. Investors can realize a
predictable future with The GOPX Token!
The ability to accomplish predictability is through supply and demand. The GOPX
Token is self-consuming. The Token price was set based upon consumption over a
certain period. With a history of millions of tokens consumed daily, in a range of
services, speculation is removed.
TheGOPXToken.com
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Stability / Smart Contract
The GOPX Token is STABLE. Once a smart contract is on the Ethereum (ETH)
Blockchain it is IMMUTABLE…It cannot be changed.
For this reason, the GOPX Token value can increase but never decrease below
the smart contract on the Blockchain for the ICO investors.

The Chart above is a visual of the contract that is written in the Ethereum
Blockchain as a Smart Contract. The GOPX Token is the evolution in
cryptocurrency, one key step to success is being listed on BitMart. Since
March 12 of 2022, GOPX token has been listed on BitMart. 90 days from the
listing, on June 12, 2022, GOPX investors will be able to transfer and withdraw
their GOPX Token.
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Self-Consuming Token
The GOPX Token is SELF-CONSUMING investors or token holders have the
assurance that they will be able to sell their tokens at minimum set prices in the
future.
Game on Players will purchase millions of tokens daily for their business
requirements:
• GOPX provides $60 in bonus tokens for every $500 a player spends
• GOPX Gaming, "Celebrity Golf App" in-app purchases with GOPX Tokens
• GOPX Gaming uses 50% of its monthly revenue to purchase GOPX Tokens
• Our GOPX Cashless Tipping Solution provides the hospitality industry 50% cash
and 50% GOPX

B2B Business Usage
GOPX companies consuming GOPX Tokens
Game On Players: https://gameonplayersx.com/
• GOPX Non-Profit
• GOPX Global Banking
Industries and games that will consume the GOPX Tokens daily
• Game On Players Online Bank
• Game On Players Debit Card (Fiat/Crypto)
• Game On Players Freemium Games
• Celebrity Golf Challenge
• Mobile Phone: Built-in "Data Plan"
• Game On Players Artist NFT (Non-Fungible Token)
• Blockchain Sports Agency
• Hospitality Industry
• Government Payment Services Solution
• Direct Royalty Funds Paid to Artists and the Music Industry
*GOPX online games, and cashless tipping solutions will be integrated by
November 30, 2021.
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The patent lays the groundwork for the only Blockchain Currency that derives
its value from preset dates/values that are set forth in a Smart Contract on the
Ethereum Blockchain. In addition, we establish our own internal supply and
demand within the GOPX Fusion Eco Currency Ecosystem. This allows us to
separate from all cryptocurrencies, which are mostly driven by speculation and
outside influences.
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The Acceptance of Bitcoin
Major companies are joining the digital currency movement. Many
are now accepting Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
Starbucks

Etsy

Microsoft

Newegg

Xbox

Twitch

Overstock

PayPal

Whole Foods

Venmo

Home Depot

CashApp

Government Usage
Miami-Dade, the largest county in Florida, USA, County Commission
passed a resolution in May 2021 to create a cryptocurrency task force
to determine the feasibility of allowing the county to accept
cryptocurrency as a form of payment for taxes, fees and services.

X Factor: Government payment systems using cryptocurrency are
challenged with volatility. Although this could allow exponential gains,
the same could be true of losses. The solution is stability!
Using the GOPX Token, being stable and self-consuming, extends
the governments ability to participate in the cryptocurrency
market. Onboarding government agencies with our stable token
will add millions of purchases daily for exponential growth, adding
to the self-consuming feature.
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Cashless Tipping
An Important Engine in the GOPX
Ecosystem
This partnership will empower and create a network in several hard-hit
industries such as hospitality, gaming, music, travel, airlines, live sports, cruises
and entertainment.

The cashless tipping industry allows us to explore innovative ways to revamp
the hospitality industry as it navigates new realities within the current world
events. Keeping intact to the mission, the GOPX ecosystem allows users to
spend their Ethereum (ETH) backed tokens on a variety of services.
It is deployed on the Ethereum Blockchain and monitored by self-governed
smart contracts (ERC20). The smart contract ensures that the user
transactions are completely decentralized and have no inﬂuence of any 3rd
party entities. Therefore, the Blockchain ensures attested anonymity and
safety of all token holders and their assets.
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The GOPX Cashless Tipping App
Cashless tipping is a digital payments platform that enables users to ‘tip’ servers,
stewards and other attendants in hospitality entities such as restaurants, valets,
hotels etc. The application is built to ensure that the ‘tip’ amount directly reaches
the receiver.
The digital wallet accepts and sends money through contactless modes such as
QR- Codes.
Enhanced Trus t in the
Employer

Transparent

Earn a reputation of being
a caring and fair employer.

The money directly
reaches the recipient with
no risk of deductions .

Instant Payouts

Multi-layer S ecurity

The payment is
immediately transferred
to the recipient.

No chance of fraud or
money los s to hackers .

Group Tip Dis tribution

Sa fety Precaution s in
the Pos t COVID world

The collective tip
amount for the group
of attendants can be
transferred.

Contactles s payments
ensure distancing to
avoid any ris ks .
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Key Features for the Employer
Integrated software/hardware ecosystem that ensures ease of payment
Contactless payment via QR code and web links in any messaging format
Custom build for payment options
Advanced data analytics
Easily create customizable staff proﬁles for an enterprise

Integration with the roster/payroll software to calculate shift hours
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TOKENOMICS

10 Billion
Tokens

2 Billion
Tokens

8 Billion
Tokens

Total Token
Supply

Private Sale

Public Sale

ERC20
To ke n Ty p e

ETH, BTC,
USD
Purchased
Method

The Phases of GOPX
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ICO Funds Breakdown
●
●
●
●
●
●

20% for Founders Pool
30% for Marketing
10% for Operations
10% for Development
10% for Legal/Security
20% for Liquidity Pool

Founders Pool 20 %

Marketing 30 %

Liquidity Pool 20 %

Operations 10 %

Legal/S ecurity 10 %

Development 10 %
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GOPX Strength and Opportunity
STRENGTH
First Patent Pending
Blockchain Token

First Stable-Growth
Blockchain Eco-Currency
First Self-Consuming
Cryptocurrency
First B2B Usable
Blockchain Eco-Currency

OPPORTUNITY
Any usage of a stable currency can
now choose the GOPX Stable Token.
Limited only by our imaginations…
Self-Sustained Tokenized Economy
GOPX DeFi
GOPX Gaming
B2B Integration with GOPX Token
GOPX Blockchain Sports Agency
GOPX Government Crypto
Payment Service
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GOPX Product Development

Following agile development practices, we will perform end-to-end
design, development, testing, and deployment of the GOPX platform and
ecosystem.
The trading system, user base, and wallets will operate on separate servers to
safeguard against any outside attacks and IP whitelisting i.e., only private IPs
were allowed to access the nodes.

Product development will also include executed functional and performance
test cases followed by Third Party Security Audit.

Blockchain
development

Application
development

Product
testing

ICO is Live

ETH node setup

Acces s control s etup

Performing tes ting

Wallet creation

Dashboard

Functional tes ting

Smart contract creation

Payment mechanis ms

Security audit
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Security Features i n M o s t T oken Wallets
12-word Mnemonic Phras e
Hassle free wallet recovery in case the app is moved to another platform.

Biometric Authentication

Facial/ﬁngerprint recognition assures only legit access to the wallet ever y
time a crypto trans fer is attempted.

Optional S es s ion Log out
Self-triggered session logout in case the user remains inactive beyond a
certain period. Assures enhanced user security.

QR Code Scanner
The QR code scanner allows automatic scanning of wallet address,
thereby simplifying the exchange of cryptocurrencies and eliminating
human error while copying a wallet addres s .

Multi-signature S upport
Allows two co-signers to approve deposits/withdrawals and other
permissions.

Pass word- Protected Acces s
The 4-digit secure login PIN ensures authenticated access to a user’s
account.

Two -Factor Authentication
Two-factor authentication (2FA) with OTPs on mobile and email.

KYC Veriﬁcation
Geography-based KYC veriﬁcation ensures legitimate user access and
authenticated transactions, thereby fortifying the security of users’ funds
stored in the wallet.
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Go To Market Strategy
With a focus on embracing digital transformation, marketing forms an important
part of our product lifecycle. The core objectives of the product marketing
strategies include:
-Establishing GOPX for enhanced user engagement
-Build thought leadership around members and representatives
-Sustain the visibility in mainstream media
-Build a strong and vibrant GOPX Community
-Focus on the Blockchain and its impact on the Token’s Stability
-Create a Global presence with multiple consumption points
We plan to develop highly interactive long form content (case studies, guides, visual
and video tutorials, etc.) and market across leading channels and other mediums
including social media portals. This will include a thorough analysis of the product in
the market at different stages. Accordingly, we will engage into consistent production
of content for a variety of customers across our targeted niche audiences.
We are engaged with technology and marketing partners to diligently assist the
continued growth and expansion of the GOPX Ecosystem in all verticals.
Gamers, Sports, Hospitality, Health, Non-profits, Music, Artists, B2B, Peer-to-Peer,
Government, Banks, Financial Payment Systems.
We will work with reputed Blockchain consulting entities with first-hand experience
with crypto ﬁnance products to bring the GOPX Token to the world.
To grow the economy, we will engage in developing press releases, articles on top
crypto.coms, top banner ads, Telegram groups, Reddit communities, etc. We will
also work with leading advisory networks, international trackers, Bitcointalk
Blockchain forums, bot creation apps, Airdrop services, influencers and media
endorsements. We will constantly create and evaluate programmatic advertising,
email and newsletter campaigns, online reputation monitoring, publications in
blogs, videos, whitepapers and infographics
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Search Engine Optimization
Full stack SEO implementation from scratch. This will focus on cementing a
reputed ranking for all crypto banking related searches globally.

PR & Media
Engage into direct PR publishing on reputed magazines that cater to millions of
readers interested in cryptocurrencies. This will build a strong reputation for
the brand. Targeted publications will be related to ﬁntech, cryptocurrencies,
Blockchain, automated technology, etc.
Social Media Outreach
Maintain official social media channels on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Quora, and Telegram to acquire more cross-channel exposure for our
media releases.
Events & Seminars
Organize seminars & webinars to create engagement with our target niche
audiences worldwide.
Paid Ads
SEO will be boosted with paid ads through multiple social media platforms.
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Technical Info
GOPX Token Tech Details
Runs off AWS and Google IAAS/SAS*
Runs on highest level of encryption
Runs with KYC/AML/PCI Compliance
Runs with transparent Etherscan of all transactions
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GOPX EXECUTIVE TEAM
GOPX Founder and CEO

Alex
Slocum

Alex Slocum has a keen eye for recognizing gaps in the
market space and filling them. Alex is a true teacher at
heart and is now blazing new trails as he embarks on one
of the greatest adventures of his career...Game On Players!
He is on a mission to revolutionize the cryptocurrency
space. Alex has brought together some of the best minds,
go-getters, and gifted individuals from across the globe.
People who are heart-centered and embrace change.

Executive Advisor Sports Athletes & Corporations
Former ESPN Analyst & College Football Hall of Famer

Lomas
Brown

Lomas Brown Jr. is a 7X Pro-Bowler and Super Bowl
Champion. He was an offensive tackle in the National
Football League for 18 seasons. Brown played for the
University of Florida and received Consensus All
American Honors. Lomas was a first-round pick in the 1985
Draft. He is currently a color analyst for the Lions radio
broadcasts. He is a former analyst for ESPN. Brown is also a
charismatic and respected leader on the team, who has
graciously donated time, energy and money to many
charitable causes over the years.

Blockchain Sports Agent & Youth Advisor
Professional Golfer & Retired NFL Player

Stevie
Anderson

Stevie Anderson is a former NFL football player who played for
the New York Jets, Arizona Cardinals, and briefly the Baltimore
Ravens. Stevie is from a small town in Louisiana called
Jonesboro. He attended Grambling State University, where he
was drafted. Currently, Stevie is a Blogtalkradio personality,
hosting his own show, The Stevie Anderson Radio Show. Stevie
is also pursuing a career as a golf professional on the
PGA/Champions Tour. Stevie Anderson is currently coaching
youths and adults in the game of golf and the game of life.
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Executive Advisor Sports Athletes & Charities
NFL Players Association & Retired NFL Player

Tim
Walton

Tim played in the NFL for 7 years as a linebacker for the
Detroit Lions, Cincinnati Bengals & Philadelphia Eagles. He
went on to become President of Integrity Sports Agency. As
his legacy of integrity continues, Tim is now the Founder
and CEO of Apex Leadership Academy. The Academy raises
funds to lead power-packed weekends teaching real world
finances to college athletes with aspirations of making it
big in the NFL. He is also the current President for the
Detroit Chapter of the NFL Players Association.

Law Office of Rahul Dev

Atty.
Rahu
Dev

Attorney Rahul Dev has a strong technical background with
specialization
in Loan
Cross-border
Mergers & Acquisitions, Joint
Executive
Defi
Advisor
Ventures, Foreign Direct Investment, Tech Transactions, Patent
Protection, Patent Licensing, Patent Specification Writing,
Wolfe-Miglio
LegalAI,
Counsel
Patent Enforcement,
ML & ICO Law. Assisting global patent
aattorneys,
career in IT
management.
is currently
workinglaw
with
corporate
lawyersBriel
& major
international
firms
partners
to provide
business
solution
capital
in bothsectors
for representing
leading
clients
in diverse
industry
traditional
space. Bitcoin, Blockchain, Gaming
(Aviation, and
FoodDeFi
& Beverage,
Platforms, Social Networking, Nanotech, Data Analytics, Chat
bots, and others.) Expertise: Patent Strategy, Patent
Valuations, Trademark Valuations, Due Diligence, Corporate
Structuring, and International Business Strategy.

Marketing & Branding Advisor

Mia
Martin

Mia D. Martin is a certified Digital Marketer and trained
professional speaker with over 20 years of sales,
marketing, and training experience. Mia has an MBA in
Global Business and BS in Merchandising Management.
Mia spent the first 14 years of her career with a Fortune
100 Consumer company where she developed and
implemented business account growth strategies while
leading various employee resource groups, recruiting
efforts, sales teams and national software rollouts.
TheGOPXToken.com
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Executive Operations Latin America
John Slocum has a B.S. in Information Technology from
Barry University in Miami, Florida. He also holds a cyber
security license.

John
Slocum

He’s a published author of The Science of Feeling Good.
John is a transformational speaker and serves on the board
for the Kijana Educational Empowerment Initiative. Kijana is
an organization that runs a primary school in Kenya.

Reggae & Music Industry Advisor

Denis (JahT)
Lawrence

Denis Lawrence earned a bachelor's degree in business
administration (management/marketing) from Cheyney
University of Pennsylvania. Also known as a Reggae
Ambassador to the world, Tony (JahT) Lawrence has
travelled the Globe promoting African /Jamaican National
Heritage in Music. On the Philly Scene, Tony Lawrence, AKA
JahT the Reggae Ambassador, organized the first tribute to
Bob Marley in 1981 with over fifty Thousand people in
attendance. The festival became one of the major stops on
the international reggae circuit.

Global Health Advisor

Dr. Roger
Boger

Dr. Boger earned his DDS from Temple University and practiced
dentistry for 26 years. He has a B.S. in biology & M.S. in cellular
biology. He taught at The Ohio State University, was a Fellow in
research at Einstein Medical Center & became a Fellow in the
Academy of General Dentistry (FAGD). Roger has been an
advisory board member and on the presidential leadership
councils in several multinational wellness companies. He is
highly sought after to speak & teach globally on health, wealth
& energy medicine. Dr. Boger created an integrated wellness
center. He is the author of “Your Einstein Complex”, C0produced and hosted a TV show and has been a Professional Ski
Instructor for 40 years.
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Walter
Kirkland

countries and continues to advise on STOs/ICOs/IEOs,
Executive Advisor – Next Generation Crypto
traditional private equity funding, funds, and exchanges
Walter graduated
with
a B.S. degree and was a 4-year All
regarding
their legal
needs.
American Track
Field Advisor
athlete at Rutgers University. He won
Defi&Loan
Executive
several National NCAA Awards during his athletic career. And
was recently inducted in the Rutgers University Hall of Fame
Wolfe-Miglio
Counsel
in 2019. Walter Legal
has worked
in several high -profile
aMarketing/PR
career in IT management.
Briel is currently
working
with .
roles with Samsung,
Honeywell,
and Xerox
partners
to provide
business
capital
in bothand
He has over
20 + years
of PR solution
Marketing
experience
traditional
DeFi space.
communityand
outreach
with Corporate accounts, politicians
and nonprofits. He has brokered over $50 Million in closed
deals for clients nationally. He is the host of a weekly
community TV show called KIRKLAND’S KORNER in the
Washington, DC region. He is also the Founding President of
the 100 Black Men of Prince Georges County Inc.
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